The Department of Earth & Planetary Sciences at the University of California, Santa Cruz, is developing a short-term pool of potential instructors for one or more part-time, temporary teaching positions at various levels of instruction in areas of earth and planetary sciences. Outstanding candidates with teaching experience in all areas of geosciences (including geology, geochemistry, geophysics, and Geographic Information Systems and Remote Sensing with applications in the geosciences) are encouraged to apply.

RANK: Lecturer

SALARY: Commensurate with qualifications and experiences. The likely range is $6,126-$7,500 per course (prorated for percentage of time).

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Ph.D. or equivalent in an area of Earth Sciences; university teaching experience or demonstrated potential for teaching.

EFFECTIVE: As need arises

TO APPLY: Applicants should send a letter of application which includes description of courses qualified to teach; curriculum vitae; evaluation of teaching (if available); sample course material--syllabi, handouts, etc. (if available); and include the names of three referees whom they have asked to write confidential letters of recommendation on their behalf with reference to their effectiveness as teachers to:

Department of Earth & Planetary Sciences
A232 E&MS Building
University of California
1156 High Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
Attn: Jennifer Fish

Please refer to provision #T02-22 in your reply.

*All letters will be treated as confidential per University of California policy and California state law. For any reference letter provided via a third party (i.e., dossier service, career center), direct the author to UCSC’s confidentiality statement at http://apo.ucsc.edu/confstm.htm.

For more information, contact Jennifer Fish at 831-459-1235 or jfish@es.ucsc.edu or http://www.es.ucsc.edu/

As this is an ongoing recruitment, applicants will be asked to update their CVs periodically if they are interested in remaining in the pool.